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 4   J U N E  2 0 2 3 R O U N D  7



UNDER 8 BLUE
NO REPORT

UNDER 8 WHITE
NO REPORT

UNDER 8 BLACK
NO REPORT

UNDER 9 BLUE
NO REPORT

UNDER 9 WHITE
NO REPORT

UNDER 8's & UNDER 9's



UNDER 10 GIRLS
NO REPORT

OFFICER BLACK VS FOUNTAIN GATE GATORS 
Goals: S Oliver 3, M Fernando, N Rosette, L Symons 2, J Cornell, M Young, B Kezik 1 
Awards: J Cornell, Levi D, M Fernando, J Kleverlaan, A Luttgens, M Young, T Singh Roo boys dazzle
in sunny match! The weather was ideal for football as the sun warmed up the field with its bright
and pleasant rays. The rooboys seized this opportunity and showed their talent and skill in a
commanding performance that left their opponents in the dust. One of the most remarkable
aspects of their game was their disposal efficiency and accuracy, especially their kicking. They
always looked for and found teammates in better spots on the ground and delivered the ball with
flair and precision, creating scoring opportunities and frustrating the opposition's defence. They
also demonstrated their marking prowess, taking some great marks and preventing the opposition
from getting any easy possessions. They were not afraid to go for the contested marks and put
their bodies on the line. They also applied strong pressure, tackling hard and forcing turnovers.
Their efforts reflected their training practice, and their improvement was evident. Their coach had
been working with them on these skills and they paid off on game day. It was a brilliant display by
all players and a well-earned victory for the roo boys. They played as a team and supported each
other throughout the match. They should be proud of their performance and look forward to their
next challenge. 

UNDER 10 BLUE
NO REPORT

UNDER 10 WHITE
NO REPORT

UNDER 10's



UNDER 11 BLUE
NO REPORT

 
UNDER 11 WHITE
OFFICER WHITE 4-7-31 DEFEATED PAKENHAM 4-5-29 
Goals: B Steur 2, M Young 1, J Siriwardene 1. Awards: H Sinni, M Pierez, M Phipps, L Lardieri. 
The Officer boys have worked hard by training twice a week, completed pre-season training, and
played 7 games and finally, all the hard work has paid off. Officer with 15 new players joining us
this season, celebrated their first win together. It was a close game but a great game to watch.
Officer started off slow but by the fourth quarter and with some inspiring words from the coach,
Officer came firing back. Congratulations Officer on a fantastic win and well done to their great
teamwork.

UNDER 11 BLACK
OFFICER BLACK 6-16-52 DEFEATED BERWICK SPRINGS 0-1-1 
Goals: S Curry 1, D Hansch 1, J Catrucco 1, L Allen 1, L Blyth 1, J Worrell 1 Best & Awards: J Catrucco,
N Macreadie, J Toleman 
Our Roo boys had been preparing for a good start today, with their focus on a good start in our
first quarter & ensuring to concentrate for all four quarters. The effort put in for the duration of
the first quarter unfortunately wasn't rewarded on the scoreboard with us kicking 6 straight points.
Regrouping at quarter time, it was important to highlight that the ball movement & of our Roo boys
as well as remaining positive would bring the right reward, if we stuck to things. Our 2nd quarter
brought that reward the Roo boys deserved & we kicked 3 goals 5 for the quarter, with a really
dominant display. 
Finishing the game with the opposition scoring only 1 point was really pleasing, with every single
Roo boy playing their part in what finished as a great team effort.

UNDER 11's



UNDER 12 GIRLS
NO REPORT

UNDER 12 BLUE
OFFICER BLUE 18-11-119 DEF PAKENHAM 0-0-0
Goals: I Hitchings 10, J Marum 2, W Andrews, C Fitzpatrick, A Hayes, O Latour, J Sharlott,
L Siriwardene 1
Best: A Thomas, L McLaren, I Hitchings, L Siriwardene, F Granger
Awards: F Granger, J Bishop, C Fitzpatrick
On a sunny winter’s day and after a few weeks on the road, Officer returned home to Starling Road
to take on Pakenham.
Lead out by their 50 gamers Will and Lucas, the boys started strong against an undermanned
Pakenham outfit. Controlling the play from the get-go and getting back to playing their brand of
footy, the boys went in at the quarter-time break having kicked 4 goals 3 behinds, while keeping
Pakenham scoreless.
It was a similar story in the second quarter, with the Kangas controlling the majority of the play from
the first centre bounce. However, wastefulness in front of goal prohibited the boys from fully
capitalising on the opportunities they were presented with. At half-time, Officer had added 4 goals, 7
behinds to their total. The halftime break allowed the boys to reset and focus on cleaning up
disposals and getting the ball into better scoring positions, to be able to capitalise on their
dominance. This saw a renewed focus on unselfish Kanga footy, with the boys sharing the ball
around, and the forwards leading to good positions and being rewarded accordingly. At the third
quarter break, Officer had kicked four goals straight, while continuing to keep Pakenham scoreless.
The last quarter saw further quality football from Officer. 
The boys continued to control the play, adding a further 6 goals, 1 behind to the total to complete a
comprehensive victory and return to form following last week's aberration. To their credit, the
Pakenham boys continued to crack in all games and never gave up despite the score line. Well done
to Will and skipper Lucas on achieving 50 games for the club, and congratulations to Izeyah for
snagging a bag of 10.

UNDER 12 WHITE
BYE

UNDER 12's

 



UNDER 13 BLUE
OFFICER JFC BLUE 0-2-2 DEF BY BERWICK JFC 10-7-67
Awards: D Kennedy, M Peplow, T Royakkers, C Williams
Arch Brown Reserve, Berwick - There are moments within any season, particularly as one as topsy
turvy as 2023, when a line in the sand moment arrives. It doesn’t have to be a response similar to
Hawthorns, in that infamous game in 2004. Unfortunately, despite that moment being within reach
of Officer U13 Blue, by the end of the game against Berwick, it must have felt like it was well over the
horizon.
Officer fired the first shot on Sunday, courtesy of a trademark centre bounce clearance, resulting in
an unusual sequence. Rather than try and clear the ball from defence, in another Hawthornesque
moment, Berwick rushed behind from almost 20m out from goal. If Berwick thought they were
marooned early, Officer encountered very rough seas over the course of the rest of the half. Berwick
put on a clinic and showed why they are one of the premiership favourites for 2023. “They’re always
moving,” utility Chase W said when asked about Berwick’s improvement. “They always had a lot of
players around the ball and were also getting to the contests first.” Officer was able to split the
clearances but Berwick was forcing turnovers with excellent pressure and discipline. They then fired
cannonballs one after another in a relentless assault, to take a commanding 38-point lead into
halftime. Officer showed signs of life in the third quarter but for all of their effort and improved
teamwork, they weren’t able to translate that into any scoreboard pressure.
Berwick then finished the last quarter with a wet sail. A three-goal to none final quarter completed
the resounding victory, 65 points by the time of the final siren. It marked the first time Officer U13
Blue had ever been held goalless, firmly anchoring them in a group of teams just currently, out of
finals contention. “It’s going to be tough now,” Coach Gary said. “But our best is good enough, we’ve
proven that. We just need to focus on some little things to get right and go from there.” “We didn’t
have a lot of attack on the ball,” Chase W added. “We were always second to contests.”
With the Kings Birthday weekend up next, a week off ensures, and a chance to set sail once again in
the hope of clearer skies, during the second half of the season. Chase W identified that their skills
can improve if they wish to turn things around. “Our kicking let us down today,” Chase said. “We will
work on our fundamentals, not just kicking but handballing and leading as well. We can train a little
bit harder and hopefully, we see it in games soon.”

UNDER 13 WHITE
NO REPORT

UNDER 13's AND UNDER 14's



UNDER 14 GIRLS
OFFICER  0-0-0 LOST TO CHELSEA 9-14-68 
Best: B Canute, R Lehmann, J Meehan, J Turner, A Wickman 
Awards: A Anderson, A Galotta, R Lougheed, R Reynolds, J Turner 
The Roo Girls seemed a little flat in the rooms today but that was no indication of what they showed
on the field! The last time they played this team the Roo Girls got beaten by 17 goals in bad wet rain,
but today was beautiful and sunny although the opposition scored over 9 goals, it didn’t really
reflect the way we played! It was ferocious from the start and our girls weren’t going to lay down
without a fight. We were left with no one on the bench in the last quarter to interchange and the
girls played with absolute heart and soul! Well done on another good effort girls! 

 
UNDER 14 BLUE
NO REPORT

UNDER 14 WHITE
BYE

UNDER 13's AND UNDER 14's



OFFICER U15 BLUE
NO REPORT

OFFICER U15 WHITE 
OFFICER WHITE  07-06-48 DEFEATED BY BEACONSFIELD GOLD 11-14-80 
Goals: D.Beetge, K.Boi, F.Kneen, E.Moylan, B.Pandy 
Awards: R.Archer, B.Pandy
Playing Beaconsfield away again, the boys were up against it from the start with players out due to
injuries. But on a positive note we did have two players return from injury, Keenan and Bryce after a
year and a half out. Unfortunately, the opposition was to strong and ran out winners. 
Best on Ground: Riley Archer, Finn Kneen, Noah Williams, Cody Hoghton, Mitch Ferguson, Keenan
Boi, Brody Pandy. Special mention to Mollo who today had a compound break of his thumb playing
football. 
Hopefully, you have a speedy recovery and get well soon mate, 

UNDER 15's



UNDER 16 BOYS
OFFICER 7-6-48 DEF NARRE SOUTH SAINTS 4-7-31 
Goals: J Ballard, Z De Bono x 3, T Kinder, T Rawlings, H Scott 
Awards: R Meehl, J Watt, J Ballard, N Hathaway, T Kinder, R Van Leeuwen 
Today we played back at home and hosted Narre South Saints. In perfect conditions for footy we
played some really great team footy and showcased our ability to change lanes and move the footy
with speed. Our boys knew the importance of today’s outcome for us and our season working
tirelessly all day to get the win 

UNDER 1G GIRLS 
NO REPORT

UNDER 17.5 BOYS
NO REPORT

UNDER 19 GIRLS
OFFICER 1-3-9 LOST TO FRANKSTON 2-2-14 
Goals: C Barkwith 
Best: A Cipriani, B Granger, S Davey, B Purcell, S Harris, E Trimboli 
Today the roo girls were away at Frankston. We unfortunately started off in a negative mindset from
internal fighting. Which is not the type of culture we want in our playing group or club. Therefore we
were unsure how our girls would play today. Today we played the top team and with our injury list
and players unavailable we knew it was going to be a tough day in the office. Luckily our girls came
to play football and were competitive and accountable. Each player played their part. Today was a
step forward for our roo girls. So ladies enjoy your break from club football next weekend however
training will still be on Tuesday and Thursday nights as normal. Let's make the second half of the
year a positive one. Let's make the most out of this year. Go roo girls

UNDER 16'S, 17'S 19'S


